Colored context cues can facilitate the ability to learn and to switch between multiple dynamical force fields.
We tested the efficacy of color context cues during adaptation to dynamic force fields. Four groups of human subjects performed elbow flexion/extension movements to move a cursor between targets on a monitor while encountering a resistive (Vr) or assistive (Va) viscous force field. They performed two training sets of 256 trials daily, for 10 days. The monitor background color changed (red, green) every four successful trials but provided different degrees of force field context information to each group. For the irrelevant-cue groups, the color changed every four trials, but one group encountered only the Va field and the other only the Vr field. For the reliable-cue group, the force field alternated between Va and Vr each time the monitor changed color (Vr, red; Va, green). For the unreliable-cue group, the force field changed between Va and Vr pseudorandomly at each color change. All subjects made increasingly stereotyped movements over 10 training days. Reliable-cue subjects typically learned the association between color cues and fields and began to make predictive changes in motor output at each color change during the first day. Their performance continued to improve over the remaining days. Unreliable-cue subjects also improved their performance across training days but developed a strategy of probing the nature of the field at each color change by emitting a default motor response and then adjusting their motor output in subsequent trials. These findings show that subjects can extract explicit and implicit information from color context cues during force field adaptation.